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ABSTRACT
The Comparison Study of Fluorine/Hydrazine Engine Concepts examined the
weight and performance of 600 IbF thrust liquid-liquid and bimodal engines as
chamber pressure, mixture ratio, contraction ratio, combustion chamber and
nozzle lengths, area ratio and operating duration were varied. This data is
presented in more than 150 plots and tables. This parametric study was con-
ducted following a design study which selected baseline engines for the
liquid-liquid and bimodal systems. The design study indicated that ablative
thrust chambers with carbon and graphite flame liners were best suited to the
1,000 to 2,000 second operating requirement. Non-pyrolyzing thrust chambers
were found to be excessively heavy even at the lower duration.
The study results show the bimodal engine to have a lower weight,
shorter length, and slightly higher performance over the entire range of oper-
ating conditions. If engine performance is maximized a 2,000 second duration
bimodal engine has a weight advantage of twelve pounds. If engine lengths
and weights are equal the bimodal engine's performance is ten seconds higher
than that of the liquid-liquid engine. The operating flexibility of the
bimodal engine offers substantial advantages with regard to system design.
The liquid-liquid engine has a greater development history especially if
other halogen oxidizer and amine fuel combinations are considered.
Advanced engine designs were also considered. It was determined that
the weight of a bimodal engine with a ducted thrust chamber using hydrazine
decomposition products for a combination of regenerative, inter-regen and
film cooling would be nearly independent of operating duration. At baseline
design conditions (PC = 120 psia, area ratio = 60) this engine weighs twenty
pounds which is sixteen pounds less than an engine having an ablative thrust
chamber.
The length of the combustion chamber of the liquid-liquid engine can be
reduced by the incorporation of a splash-plate element transverse-platelet
injector to obtain improved fuel atomization and vaporization. The use of
iii
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ABSTRACT (cont.)
this injector would result in the performance and weight of the liquid-liquid
engine being virtually the same as that of the baseline bimodal engine.
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!. INTRODUCTION
The Comparison Study of Fluorine-Hydrazine Engine Concepts described
herein was initiated with a conceptual design study of 600 IbF thrust bimodal
and liquid-liquid engines.
The bimodal engine utilizes a Shell 405 catalyst monopropellant hydra-
zine reactor in the fuel circuit to decompose the fuel prior to its injection
through the bipropellant injector. The designation bimodal is in reference
to the capability of the engine to operate in the monopropellant mode using
fuel only or in the bipropellant mode using the LFp/NpH. propellent combina-
tion. The liquid-liquid engine can operate only in the bipropellant mode.
Its fuel and oxidizer are both injected as liquids.
The conceptual designs which resulted from the initial study were
utilized to parametrically determine the effect of engine package envelope,
chamber pressure and mixture ratio on engine performance USD)> materials of
construction and mass. This parametric evaluation is presented as a series
of plots and tabulations which show the interaction of engine length, nozzle
area ratio, chamber pressure, mixture ratio, operating duration and weight.
The concept designs and parametric study are based on the use of near
state-of-the-art components. It is assumed that injector development will be
conducted to allow optimization of injector performance and injector-to-
chamber compatibility. The basic designs of the catalytic reactor, injectors,
thrust chamber and divergent nozzle extension are based on units which have
been successfully fire tested with LFp/N^. propel 1 ants.
The results of the comparison study indicate that the bimodal engine
is always lower in weight and/or higher performing than the liquid-liquid
engine. This results from the fact that the vaporized decomposed fuel per-
mits the use of a substantially shorter combustion chamber. This, in turn,
reduces the quantity of film or barrier cooling required and the attendant
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I. Introduction (cont.)
performance losses. The following tabulation provides a point comparison of
the two engine concepts. These are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.
Bimodal Liquid-Liquid
Thrust 600 IbF 600 IbF
Chamber Pressure 120 psia 120 psia
Engine Envelope
Length 27.4 32.4
Diameter 15.1 in. 15.1 in.
Inj-throat Length (L1) 6.0 in. 12.0 in.
Contraction Ratio 2.50 2.25
Injector Energy Release Efficiency 99.0% 99.0%
% Fuel Film Cooling 5.0% 13.4%
Gas-side Wall Temperature 4000°F 4000°F
Nozzle Length 18.4 in. 18.4 in.
Nozzle Area Ratio 60 60
Exit dia 14.6 in. 14.6 in.
Specific Impulse 382.3 sec 379.8 sec
Mixture Ratio 1.7 1.7
Duration Capability 2,000 sec 2,000 sec
Engine Weight 35.9 Ib 48.0 Ib
Limited studies of advanced engine designs were accomplished with the
intent of reducing engine weight and/or increasing engine performance. It was
found that although the bimodal engine's performance is at a practical limit
a substantial weight improvement could be achieved through the use of an
advanced thrust chamber design.
The liquid-liquid engine suffers primarily from its longer length com-
bustion chamber which has the effect of increasing weight and reducing per-
formance due to the larger barrier fuel flow required to maintain the selected
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throat station gas wall temperature. Advanced injector design concepts which
accelerate the atomization and vaporization of the fuel were examined. It was
found that the use of an injector which mechanically atomized the fuel would
allow the chamber length (L1) to be reduced by 50% resulting in the liquid-
liquid engine being weight competitive with the standard bimodal engine. The
advanced thrust chamber design considered for the bimodal engine is not feas-
ible for the liquid-liquid engine because it requires the availability of
gaseous decomposed fuel for duct and barrier cooling.
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II. CONCLUSIONS
The comparison study of the two engine concepts has produced quantita-
tive performance and weight data as well as more qualitative systems evalua-
tion data (Section VIII). Review of this information results in the following
conclusions.
The bimodal engine always has a higher performance than the
liquid-liquid engine. Depending upon operating conditions,
and envelope constraints, this performance advantage (I )
can range from 1.0 to 10.0 sec.
The bimodal engine always has a lower weight than the liquid-
liquid engine. The weight advantage can range from 10 to 15
pounds depending upon chamber pressure and area ratio (based
on L1 = 12 liquid-liquid engine).
This weight and I disparity is due primarily to a single parameter,
injector to throat distance (L'). In order to achieve the same injector
energy release efficiency as the bimode engine, the liquid-liquid unit
requires an added six inches of chamber length which results in a need for
added film coolant. The length produces more chamber weight; the film cool-
ant causes a performance decrement.
The liquid-liquid engine to have a slightly greater develop-
ment history in terms of time, quantity of tests and hardware
fabricated.
A misconception of the development status of the liquid-liquid engine
development occurs if other halogen oxidizers (e.g., FLOX, C1F3 and C1F5) and
amine fuels (e.g., MMH, MHF-3^ and BA 1014^  are included in the tabula-
tion of liquid-liquid development experience. These data are relevant to the
0) MHF-3; 86% MMH + 14% N£H4




thrust chamber design and its durability; they are less significant in terms
of fluorine-hydrazine injector operation. In fact, in some instances, blended
hydrazine fuels were introduced on a program due to an inability to obtain
satisfactory operation with neat hydrazine.
The systems evaluation results show the bimodal engine to offer signi-
ficant operating advantages. These include the following:
Step throttling. Bipropellant operation results in 600 IbF
thrust; monopropellant mode operation is at a thrust of
150 IbF.
Continuous throttling in the monopropellant mode. This
requires the use of a throttling valve in the fuel circuit.
Throttled starts; monopropellant operation always immediately
proceeds the bipropellant firing.
Elimination of a need for a positive displacement oxidizer
expulsion system. The monopropellant mode firing can be
used to settle the oxidizer tank.
Improved propellant utilization; residual fuel can be
utilized in the monopropellant mode.
Partial system redundancy. The monopropellant system can
be operational in spite of an oxidizer malfunction.
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS
The comparison study whose results are presented in this report is
based upon certain assumptions which, although considered conservative, have
not been experimentally verified. These are as follows:
Both bimodal and liquid-liquid injectors can produce an
ERE of 99.0%.
Thrust chamber wall temperatures can be maintained at 4000°F
or less.
Chemical reactions at the gas-side of the thrust chamber wall
will not result in unacceptable wall regression.
In addition, various aspects of the engine design have not been analyzed
in depth. Significant analytic deficiencies include the following:
An absence of an engine thermal model and soak out analysis which
identifies heat flow to the fuel injector, propellant valves, and
spacecraft lines and structure.
An absence of a data which will identify the temperature of the
fuel circuits during soak out. This is critical if an engine
restart closely follows a long duration bipropellant firing.
These deficiencies do not adversely affect the object of the study
reported herein which was to compare the performance and weight of bimodal
and liquid-liquid engines. Absolute performance values and weights could be
influenced by added analytic and experimental data. The weight and perfor-




The design studies conducted on this program have identified new
approaches to the design of the bimodal and liquid-liquid engines which offer
a potential for reduced engine weight and reduced engine length and weight,
respectively. These are considered feasible however due to the absence of
experimental data they have not been incorporated into the baseline designs.
The following activities are recommended for future programs. These
are categorized for each engine type and are listed in a suggested priority
order.
A. SYSTEMS AND MISSIONS ANALYSES
1. Conduct mission analyses to define the interrelation of
engine weight and performance.
This trade-off is essential to the selection of the engine
configuration (bimode versus liquid-liquid) as well as a
selection of the optimum length liquid-liquid engine.
2. Conduct mission studies to determine whether the operating
flexibility (throttling and step thrust) of the bimodal engine provides an
advantage in terms of system weight or reliability.
The bimodal engine's operating flexibility must be quanti-
fied to permit a more realistic comparison of liquid-liquid
and bimode engine concepts.
3. Conduct a comparison study of candidate oxidizer valves
evaluating the use of squib-actuated valves as well as conventional motor
and solenoid driven valves as they effect mission flexibility and the use of
bimodal and liquid-liquid engines.
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III, A, Systems and Missions Analyses (cont.)
The use of the bimodal engine avoids the need for multi-
firing operation of the engine as low AV maneuvers can
be conducted in the monopropellant mode. The use of the
bimodal engine with multiple squib-actuated oxidizer
valves may be more weight and cost effective than a con-
ventional valve used with the liquid-liquid engine.
B. BIMODAL ENGINE
1. Design, fabricate, flow test and fire test a next generation
hub-fed tubular-vane injector.
This is necessary to the achievement of the 99% ERE assumed
in this study as well as development of improved injector-
chamber compatibility.
2. Design, fabricate and demonstrate a long duration capable
flightweight thrust chamber.
The existence of an adequate injector (see above) is a pre-
lude to this task. The 2,000 sec duration thrust chamber
is nonexistent. The industry's best fluorine experience
is 420 sec continuous duration and 600 sec accumulated
duration.
3. Complete engine-spacecraft interface designs which can be
thermally modeled to forecast the soakout temperatures of the various
components.
This thermal data is needed prior to the finalization
of the flight engine design to insure correct place-
ment of valves and lines.
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III, B, Bimodal Engine (cont.)
4. Conduct performance, heat transfer, stress and weight analy-
sis of a duct cooled bimodal thrust chamber.
Duct cooling provides a technique which may preclude heat
flow to the injector end of the engine while increasing
the effectiveness of the hydrazine decomposition products
used to film cool the throat. The result is that the heavy
weight silica and graphite phenolic materials can be
eliminated for a substantial engine weight reduction.
Figure 3 shows a duct-cooled bimodal engine. Performance
and weight analyses show that this design offers a weight
reduction of more than 16 pounds when compared to the con-
ventional point design bimodal engine. Further data is
presented in Appendix C.
C. LIQUID-LIQUID ENGINE
1. Conduct detailed analyses of a transverse platelet injector
designed for liquid fluorine-liquid hydrazine propellents; design, fabricate
and fire test the selected design.
The use of an advanced injector design is essential if the
liquid-liquid engine is to be competitive with the bimodal
unit in performance and/or weight. The transverse platelet
injector concept (see Figure 4) could provide liquid-liquid
engine performance comparable to that of the bimodal within
the same length chamber. This could result in an engine
weight reduction of 15 pounds. Further data is presented
in Appendix D.
2. Design, fabricate, flow test and fire test a next generation
1 ike-doublet injector.
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III, C, Liquid-Liquid Engine (cont.)
This is necessary to the achievement of the 99% ERE and
injector-chamber compatibility assumed in this study.
3. Design, fabricate and demonstrate a long duration capable
flightweight thrust chamber.
The existence of an adequate injector (see above) is a pre-
lude to this task. The 2,000 second duration chamber is
nonexistent. The industry's best fluorine experience is
420 seconds continuous duration and 600 seconds accumu-
lated duration.
4. Complete engine-spacecraft interface designs which can be
thermally modeled to forecast the soakout temperatures of the various
components.
This thermal data is needed prior to the finalization of
the flight engine design to insure correct placement of
valves and lines.
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IV. ENGINE DESIGN DEFINITION
The development of the performance and weight data for the liquid-liquid
and bimodal engines required that engine designs be selected to provide base-
lines for the parametric studies. These designs evolved from a review of the
engine operating requirements as defined by NASA-JPL and the examination of
the state-of-the-art for liquid-liquid and bimodal injectors, passively cooled
thrust chambers and radiation cooled divergent nozzle extensions. The selected
baseline designs are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 which show liquid-liquid
and bimodal engines, respectively. The engines shown in both figures meet the
following point design requirements:
Thrust - 600 IbF
Chamber pressure - 120 psia
Nozzle area ratio - 60
Duration capability - 2,000 sec
Further engine operating characteristics are presented in the tabula-
tion of Section I.
A. OPERATING REQUIREMENTS





Inlet Pressure 1.75 x P
Mixture Ratio, MR 1.4 to 1.8
Chamber Pressure, PC 80 to 200 psia
Contraction Ratio Ac/At 1.5 to 5.0
Nozzle Area Ratio, Ae/At 40 to 80
14
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IV, A, Operating Requirements (cent.)
Parameter Range
Injector-Throat Distance, L1 6 to 15 in.
Engine Length 24 to 36 in.
Operating Duration 1,000 to 2,000 sec
The operating duration consists of a single continuous firing pre-
ceded by several five second firings and followed by several more short dura-
tion firings. In the case of the bimodal engine, the short pulses would be
accomplished in the monopropellant mode of operation.
B. DESIGN SELECTION
1. Engine Configuration
The engine designs which are shown in Figures 1 and 2 present
state-of-the-art configurations for liquid-liquid and bimodal engines respec-
tively. The major differences between the two concepts are as follows:
The bimodal engine utilizes a gas-liquid injector. The
fuel passes through an integral catalytic reactor so that it is injected as a
gaseous mixture of N2H. decomposition products, i.e., NHg, N,, and H2-
The liquid-liquid engine uses a conventional drilled
orifice 1 ike-doublet injector.
The bimodal engine has a shorter combustion chamber
because "stay time" is not required to either atomize or vaporize the fuel.
The two engine concepts are alike in the selection of the
chamber materials, the use of ablatives for passive cooling, and the design
of the divergent nozzle extension.
15
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IV, B, Design Selection (cont.)
In both Instances, the injector is fabricated from nickel to
insure compatibility with the oxidizer at elevated temperatures. The gas side
liner of the chamber may be fabricated from bulk graphite or carbon and
graphite composite materials. Aerojet's AG-Carb and Hitco's Pyrocarb are
typical composite materials.
The materials which back the fibrous graphite liner serve
two functions; liner support and thermal insulation of the chamber's external
member. These materials are carbon reinforced phenolic and silica reinforced
phenolic. The use of phenolics is essential to the achievement of the
extended operating duration without undue weight. The heat of pyrolysis of
the phenolics results in a chamber whose weight is about 40% less than that of
a non-pyrolyzing configuration.
The structural member which contains the carbon and silica
phenolic inserts and provides a mechanical attachment to the injector and
gimbal mounting structure is made from 6A1-4V titanium alloy. This is sur-
rounded by a low-density non-structural insulation which insures that the out-
side surface of the thrust chamber assembly does not exceed 800°F. The
titanium case can soak to 2000°F temperatures without adverse effect. The
maximum case temperature during operation is 1000°F.
The divergent nozzle extension is clamped to the aft flange
of the chamber's titanium case. It is made from a fibrous graphite composite
as is the chamber liner but is intended to be cooled by radiation. The
cylindrical offset at the nozzle extension's flange isolates the forward end
of the nozzle from the combustion products. Additionally, it minimizes the
nozzle-to-flange thermal gradient to avoid excessive thermally induced bending
loads at the nozzle flange.
The gimbal system consists of a titanium gimbal ring which
has a rectangular cross-section. It is secured to the conical thrust mount by
16
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IV, B, Design Selection (cent.)
two bolts through self-aligning spherical bearings retained in the gimbal ring
with threaded retainers. One of the bearings is fixed at the inner race by the
bolt passing through it. The other bearing is free to slide allowing for ther-
mal expansion of the conical thrust mount. The gimbal ring would be similarly




The design of the monopropellant reactor and secondary
injector is based on the lightweight radial in-flow Shell 405 catalyst reactor
and the hub fed tubular vane injector tested by ALRC on Contract MAS 2-6483.
This injector configuration is one of four tested on the referenced contract.
Figure 5 summarizes the development experience gained with each of the four.
The platelet vane injector and hub fed tubular vane
injectors had nearly equivalent performances. The feature of the tubular
vane design is that of the four injectors evaluated it alone offered high
performance coupled with thermal isolation of the oxidizer. Control of heat
flow to the oxidizer is necessary to the maintenance of design pressure drop
and adequate control of the operating mixture ratio.
The performance data obtained with this injector indi-
cated a demonstrated energy release efficiency (ERE) of 97.8%. The hot fire
and cold flow test data disclose that this design has a mixture ratio distri-
bution (MRD) loss due to a concentration of the fuel flow toward its axis.
This resulted in a higher than desired peripheral MR which was adverse with
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IV, B, Design Selection (cont.)
The performance study conducted on this program is based
on the assumption that added injector development will allow the MRD loss to
be reduced and an ERE of 99.0% attained. This ERE value is typical of the
Aerojet Apollo and OME injectors.
b. Liquid-Liquid
Halogen oxidizer injectors evaluated by JPL, ALRC and
AFRPL were reviewed using the data sources tabulated below.
Contractor Configuration Data Source
JPL Like Doublet
 } SSPM Thrust Chamber Assembly Report
JPL Unlike Doublet
ALRC Triplets Contract F04611-67-C-0003 Reports
ALRC Triplets ALRC IR&D Report 94-F
ALRC Triplets and ALRC IR&D Report 71-F
Doublet
AFRPL Like Doublet Contract F04611-68-C-0034 Reports
Detailed information obtained from these sources are
summarized in Figure 6. These data indicate that although there is a sub-
stantial data base with halogen oxidizers, the use of neat hydrazine fuel has
been limited. Review of the subject information resulted in the conclusion
that the 1 ike-doublet element offered good performance (ERE = 97.5%) good
chamber compatibility and dynamic stability at the 600 IbF thrust level.
Although the unlike-doublet and triplet elements appeared to have slightly
higher performance in some instances they were rejected on the basis of less
experience with F2/N2H4 and evidence of poorer chamber compatibility and less
favorable stability characteristics.
19
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IV, B, Design Selection (cont.)
As a result, the JPL like-doublet injector was selected
as the baseline design for the liquid-liquid engine. The features of this
injector are as follows:
It has been proven durable on repeated long duration firings.
Aerojet's experience with similar nickel injectors includes
accumulated firing durations in excess of 1,000 sec.
The manifold system can be fabricated by using either drilled
passages or a diffusion bonded assembly. There is no weight
difference between the two fabrication concepts.
The performance of the like-doublet element is good although
it is fuel vaporization limited. The minimum fuel orifice
dia used in this study was 0.013 inches.
The JPL like-doublet injector has been bomb tested to prove
its dynamic stability. The study showed that if the incorpo-
ration of an acoustic damper were necessary it would not
affect engine weight.
Thrust chamber compatibility has been good with both JPL
and AFRPL like-doublet injectors.
Injector face cooling and propellent thermal management have
not been a problem on any of the designs examined.
Section V, Performance Analysis, of this report pre-
sents detailed performance data obtained from JPL like-doublet injector test-
ing. It was assumed that the demonstrated injector efficiency could be
improved with limited development. Hence the performance studies are based
21
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IV, B, Design Selection (cent.)
on an injector efficiency of 99% which would be typical of any selected ele-
ment at the conclusion of a development activity.
3. Thrust Chamber
The bimodal and liquid-liquid engines have the same require-
ments in terms of thrust, chamber pressure and operating duration. It is
anticipated that with suitable development, both injector types will provide
the desired thermal and chemical environment at the chamber wall. The result
is that both engines can use the same chamber design. The major difference
is that the liquid-liquid engine requires an increased chamber length to pro-
vide equivalent performance.
The thrust chamber design process consisted of three tasks.
These were to (1) examine existing designs and test experience gained with
passively cooled fluorine thrusters, (2) compile materials properties for all
candidate materials of construction, and (3) conduct thermal analyses which
would identify the effect of material selection on chamber weight.
a. Industry Experience
Review of published data and ALRC experience obtained
with fluorine oxidizer/amine-fuel thrusters disclosed that thrust chamber
designs can be separated into the three categories described below:
I All ablative. These use graphite phenolic and carbon phenolic
flame liners which are sometimes backed by silica phenoltc.
External cases are either metal or glass wrapped.
II Ablative with flame liner. These are similar to above except
that erosion resistance liners (i.e., bulk graphite and fibrous
22
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reinforced graphite composites) are contained within the
silica and graphite reinforced phenolic materials.
Ill Free standing. The flame liners are used to contain the
combustion process without the benefit of external
structure.
Figure 7 summarizes the development history of the three
categories. The actual test experience acquired with each is presented in
Figure 8. This data resulted in the conclusion that Category I designs are
unsuitable to long duration operation while the free standing thrust chambers
of Category III are insufficiently developed to be considered state-of-the-art.
The occurrence of throat erosion with Category II and III designs shown in
Figure 8 generally resulted from a lack of injector design maturity rather
than chamber deficiencies.
This review resulted in two versions of the Category II
configuration being examined for the fluorine hydrazine engine usage. One
utilized precharred material throughout to preclude the generation of pyroly-
sis gasses and dimension changes attendant to the use of phenolic impregnated
materials. The second version was very nearly the same except that carbon,
graphite and silica reinforced phenolics backed the flame liner insert. This
design benefits from the heat of pyrolysis of the phenolic to obtain a thinner
wall than the all-heat sink non-pyrolyzing configuration.
b. Material Properties Compilation
Candidate materials and their mechanical, weight and
thermal properties are summarized in Figures 9 and 10. A decision with regard
to the exact composition of the flame liner was unnecessary since the candidate
materials all had similar densities. This is also true with regard to the den-
sities of silica and graphite reinforced phenolics. Variations in fiber
23
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IV, B, Design Selection (cont.)
t
orientation and resin content which may affect the performance of the mate-
rials have a small effect on engine weight. This resulted in the selection
of classes of materials rather than singular formulations. The selection was
based upon three criteria; prior experience, thermal properties and material
density.
c. Thermal Design
The design of the thrust chamber was accomplished in two
steps. The first was to evaluate the effect of the material selection and gas
side wall temperature (recovery temperature) on the material thickness neces-
sary to the maintenance of either 500°F or 2,000°F steady state temperatures
at the chambers structural shell. External insulation which has minimal effect
on thermal design would be used to maintain any selected skin temperature.
Gas side wall temperatures of 3,000°F and 5,000°F were utilized. Engine oper-
ating duration was assumed to be 1,000 sec. This information was compiled in
the bar chart which is shown in Figure 11.
It should be noted that all chamber designs utilized a
0.60-in. thick graphite flame liner. Figure 11 does not show external struc-
ture surrounding the outboard member as the chamber case is sufficiently thin
that it has virtually no influence on the chamber's thermal design.
DesignsM6)and(u)in Figure 11 fall into the Category
III configuration (reference II,B,3,a) and hence were not seriously considered
as design candidates. They are included as they represent minimum weight con-
figurations. The designs which incorporated silica materials were configured
so that the silica would not exceed 3,000°F which is about 200° below its meet-
ing temperature.
The thickness data presented in Figure 11 was used to
calculate the weight of the various thrust chamber designs. It was assumed
28
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IV, B, Design Selection (cont.)
that the thrust chamber's weight would be equivalent to a 12.0 inch long
cylindrical unit with a constant 3.0 inch inside diameter. This resulted in
thrust chamber weights ranging from less than ten pounds to 85 pounds.
Figure 12 presents the calculated weights of the seventeen candidate engine
designs. It is obvious that the lowest weight units (excluding DesignsQe)and
17) utilize phenolic materials which pyrolyze (outgas), have high backside
wall temperatures and operate with low gas side wall temperatures.
The comparison of Designs(2)and(4)with(9)and(lj) respec-
tively shows silica phenolic to be more effective than graphite phenolic in
maintaining a low back wall temperature.
The weights of the more suitable candidate thrust cham-
ber designs are summarized in Figure 13. The 5000°F recovery temperature was
utilized on the basis that the 3000° gas side wall temperature may either be
unattainable or impose an unacceptable performance penalty. As previously
stated, Design (16) is not considered a viable candidate. Comparison of Designs
(7)and(9)shows the use of a nearly 0.5 inch thick PG graphite sleeve to provide
little thermal advantage. This design was rejected due to the increased com-
plexity required in assembly as well as concern that PG graphite with a 6/1
diameter-to-thickness ratio was unattainable.
The second part of the thermal design task was to analyze
the anticipated chamber design (Design® as operating duration was varied from
800 to 2200 seconds. The accuracy of the SINDA heat transfer analysis used to
model the final chamber design was first verified by analytically forecasting
the temperatures of the gas side liner to carbon phenolic and carbon phenolic
to silica phenolic interfaces of a JPL thrust chamber which had been fired for
420 sec duration using a like-doublet injector operating with FLOX/MMH propel-
lants. The good agreement of the calculated and measured values Is illustrated
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IV, B, Design Selection (cent.)
The gas side Uner and material component interface tem-
peratures of the recommended thrust chamber for the bimodal and liquid-liquid
engines are shown as a function of time for various wall thicknesses in
Figure 16. This data shows the thicknesses of the wall components of three
engines which have firing duration capabilities of 800, 1400 and 2200 sec.
In all Instances, the liner's gas side requires a very short duration to
approach the 4000°F recovery temperature.
The silica phenolic temperature does not exceed 2900°F
during the firing or soak-out. This precludes silica melting and damage which
could prevent reuse of the thrust chamber. The metal case of the chamber does
not exceed 1000°F during operation.
The effect of the thickness of the silica phenolic mate-
rial on the case temperature at shutdown 1s shown In Figure 17. This
figure also identifies case soak-out temperature. It can be seen that if the
shutdown temperature is held at 1000°F, the soak out temperature which is at a
no load condition 1s less than 2000°F. This is within the capabilities of both
steel and titanium. The surrounding Dynaquartz lightweight insulation holds
the temperature of the thrust chamber OD to less than 800°F.
4. Divergent Nozzle Extension
Two designs for a radiation cooled nozzle extension were con-
sidered. One was a free standing columbium nozzle with an oxidation resistant
coating. The other was a free standing nozzle made of a fibrous reinforced
graphitic composite material. Both are mechanically attached to the aft end
of the ablative thrust chamber described In the preceeding section of this
report, have the same physical size and are subjected to the same thermal
environment. The graphitic nozzle was selected for the baseline thrust
35
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IV, 8, Design Selection (cont.)
chamber used in this weight study due to its greater development history. The
same nozzle design is suitable for both the bimodal and liquid-liquid engines.
a. Development History
The successful use of a free standing graphite nozzle
extension on a fluorine-hydrazine engine was first demonstrated in about 1958.
Since that time similar nozzle extensions have been evaluated on both halogen/
amine and earth storable propellant engines. The major development activity
over the past years has been a continuing search for materials with improved
mechanical properties. The earliest units used bulk graphite; the nozzles
were machined from solid billets. Subsequently, vapor deposited pyrolytic
graphite was utilized. The design has achieved maturity with the development
of fibrous graphite reinforced composite materials. These are formed by mold-
ing or laminating carbon or graphite fibrous materials, impregnating with
carbon-forming ingredients and carbonizing or graphitizing the composite.
They offer the features of high strength, an ability to be fabricated in
virtually any size and high thermal and mechanical shock resistance.
Free standing fibrous graphite thrust chambers and nozzle
extensions have been demonstrated on a variety of halogen oxidizer liquid
bipropellant engines developed by ALRC on several Air Force contracts. Cur-
rently fibrous graphite nozzle extensions are in development for several dif-
ferent solid propellent engines. Figure 18 illustrates a nozzle extension
fabricated for a solid propellent Apogee engine. The nozzle has a thickness
of 0.075 in.
The solid propellant engine rocket nozzles are generally
subjected to a single relatively short duration firing. The liquid propellent


































IV, B, Design Selection (cont.)
Columblum nozzle extensions have also been tested with
fluor1ne/am1ne propel!ant systems. The most recent data was obtained on an
AFRPL sponsored program in 1967. The columbium nozzle tested was made from
C-103 alloy and operated at a temperature of about 2400°F. It was fired for
an accumulated duration of 200 sec. Posttest evaluation of two different
silicide coatings showed limited coating oxidation and cracking. It was con-
cluded that the nozzle design was adequate for the program's 600 sec duration
requirement. There is no data which indicates the same design would be cap-
able of 2000 sec of operation.
b. Selected Design
The free standing fibrous graphite nozzle extension
design shown in Figures 1 and 2 is suitable for both the liquid-liquid and
bimodal engines. The selected nozzle extension-thrust chamber design has the
following features:
The nozzle extension is removable. Consideration
was given to making the nozzle extension and chamber liner monolithic. This
was rejected because the separate nozzle extension facilitates both manufac-
ture and handling.
It has 0.075 in. thick wall. This is sufficiently
thick that fabrication problems are minimized while avoiding excessive weight.
An equivalent weight columbium nozzle would have a 0.010 Inch thick wall.
A recessed attachment flange provides isolation of
the flange from the combustion products. This reduces the flange temperature
and allows the thermal gradient to occur over several Inches of the nozzle to
preclude high bending stresses at the attachment.
1 Contract F04611-67-C-0003 Development and Demonstration of Ablative Thrust
Chamber Assemblies using LF2/N2H4 Blend Propellants. Final Report (AFRPL-
TR-69-2) by R. C. Schindler and H. V. Kiser.
40
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IV, B, Design Selection (cont.)
A Marman type clamp and Graphfoil seal allow ther-
mal discontinuities between the nozzle extension and chamber flange by permit-
ting radial motion of the flange surfaces.
5. Gimbal Ring and Thrust Mount !
The throat plane mounted gimbal shown in Figures 1 and 2 uti-
lizes a rectangular cross section gimbal ring that is secured to the conical
thrust mount by two bolts through self aligning, Teflon-lined spherical bear-
ings retained in the gimbal ring with threaded retainers. One of the bearings
is fixed at the inner race by the bolt passing through it, while the other
bearing is free to slide, thus allowing for thermal expansion of the thrust
mount. The gimbal ring can be secured to the spacecraft by means of bearing
housings which retain the bearings and bolt to the vehicle structure. The
gimbal ring assembly permits the engine assembly to gimbal upon receiving an
applied force from the gimbal actuators for directing the thrust.
The thrust mount is a conical structure which extends from
the gimbal ring to the injector-chamber flange area. It is designed to be
self supporting to avoid the need for sway braces which would contact the
thrust chamber pressure vessel. The thrust mount has a stiffener ring located
adjacent to the two ears which engage to gimbal ring to prevent local deforma-
tion of the thin titanium sheet metal cone due to load concentrations.
The same gimbal ring and thrust mount design is suitable for
the bimodal and liquid-liquid engine designs.
41
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V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. APPROACH
The performance analysis effort was structured to compare the ,
delivered specific impulse of the two different LF2/N2H4 engine concepts over
a range of operating and design conditions. The first phase of the analysis
consisted of a review of liquid-liquid and bimodal injector experience and the
selection of specific design configurations to be used as the basis for detailed
design and performance analyses. This review resulted in the selection of a
like-doublet element injector for the liquid-liquid engine and a hub-fed tubu-
lar vane injector for the bimodal engine. Details of this selection are pro-
vided in Section IV,B,2 of this report.
Following the selection of an injector configuration for each
engine concept, an analysis of existing experimental data was conducted to
determine the current performance efficiency and performance limitations of
each design. These data provided the basis for a projection of the performance
level each injector could achieve through a limited development program.
Details of this analysis are presented in the following section.
Next a parametric performance analysis computer program was con-
structed to calculate the performance and envelope dimensions over the desired
parametric range for the bimodal and liquid-liquid engines. The parametric
analysis computer program was built upon the procedures specified by the
JANNAF Liquid Rocket Performance Subcommittee^ ' and is described in
Section V.C of this report. The parametric analysis computer program was
utilized to calculate the performance and envelope for 810 specific points
(includes the range of operating and design points for both engine concepts)
and to generate 108 plots of delivered specific impulse as a function of mix-
ture ratio and engine length. The parametric performance analysis results
are discussed in Section V,D. Plots and tabulations of the data are pre-
sented in Appendix A.
(1) Pieper, J. L., ICRPG Liquid Propellent Thrust Chamber Performance Evalua-
tion Manual, CPIA Pub No. 178, Prepared for the ICRPG Performance
Standardization Group, 30 September 1968.
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V, Performance Analysis (cont.)
B. INJECTOR EFFICIENCY CHARACTERIZATION
Data from both Tike-doublet and bimodal injector testing was
analyzed to determine their respective energy release efficiencies at their
current state of development. The performance losses which were considered
in this study are identified in Figure 19 which also identifies the engine oper-
ating parameters which influence the losses and the analytical models used in
their definition.
Sea level test data (corrected to vacuum conditions) obtained with
the like-doublet liquid-liquid injector are shown in Figure 20. These data
were obtained from JPL sea level testing of an engine having a nozzle area
ratio of 2.5:1. This figure presents the ODE, DDK and "perfect" injector per-
formance in addition to the measured test data. The "perfect" injector per-
formance would be achieved if there were no energy release loss (ERL); all the
other performance losses described in Figure 19 would apply.
Test data obtained from the fire testing of ALRC's bimodal tubular
vane injector are presented in Figure 21 and are arranged in a manner similar
to the data of Figure 20. Since the data were obtained from sea level testing
with a nozzle having an area ratio of 1.5:1, the absolute specific impulse
values can not be directly compared with the values shown in Figure 20 which
were obtained with a 2.5/1 nozzle. The comparative performance of the liquid-
liquid and bimodal injectors is shown in terms of the energy release effi-
ciency, (ERE) in Figure 22.
The analysis results (Ref. Figure 22) indicate that the like-
doublet and tubular vane injectors experimentally evaluated in liquid-liquid
and bimodal engines respectively have energy release efficiencies (ERE) of
approximately 97.5% and 97.8%, at a mixture ratio of 1.6 using chamber designs
with L* values of 24 and 10.2 inches, respectively. A + 0.5% band should be
43
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ENERGY RELEASE LOSS
• DUE TO PROPELLANT VAPORIZATION LIMITATIONS
• MAY CAUSE SHIFT IN OPTIMUM MIXTURE RATIO COMPARES
TO IDEAL PERFORMANCE
• MAY BE COMPENSATED FOR BY INCREASED CHAMBER LENGTH
(EVALUATED USING PRIEM GENERALIZED LENGTH MODEL)
• DUE TO PROPELLANT MIXING LIMITATIONS
• MAY CAUSE SHIFT IN OPTIMUM MIXTURE RATIO COMPARED
TO IDEAL PERFORMANCE
• INCREASING CHAMBER LENGTH WILL NOT SIGNIFICANTLY
DECREASE LOSS (EVALUATED EMPIRICALLY)
FILM COOLING LOSS
• LOSS DUE TO FILM OR BARRIER COOLING, (EVALUATED FROM STREAM
TUBE ANALYSIS)
DIVERGENCE LOSS
• INFLUENCE BY NOZZLE CONTOUR, AREA RATIO, AND GAS PROPERTIES
• ANALYSES METHOD - RAO DESIGN CHARTS
BOUNDARY LAYER LOSS
• INFLUENCED BY ENGINE SURFACE AREA, HEAT TRANSFER, THRUST
LEVEL AND GAS PROPERTIES
• ANALYSES METHOD - TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER PROGRAM
KINETIC LOSS
• INFLUENCED BY MIXTURE RATIO, CHAMBER PRESSURE AND THRUST LEVEL
• ANALYSIS METHOD - ONE DIMENSIONAL KINETICS PROGRAM
Figure 19. Performance Losses Description
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V, B, Injector Efficiency Characterization (cont.)
imposed on the measured ERE values of Figure 21 to reflect the uncertainty in
the test data and simplified analysis procedure. The energy release losses
(ERL) for the bimodal unit are attributed to propellant mixing limitations.
A combination of vaporization and mixing limitations account for the liquid-
liquid injector's ERL. The anticipated ERE of each injector concept at the
conclusion of limited development programs is estimated to be 99% at the above













9 9 + 0 . 5
9 9 + 0 . 5
Bimodal
Liquid-Liquid
The liquid-liquid engine's performance is more sensitive to chamber length
variation than that of the bimodal engine because of fuel vaporization limi-
tation effects.
The major development required to increase the ERE of the bimodal
injector is to improve its mixture ratio distribution. This would require the
use of flow turning vanes (ref. Figure 2) to insure proper fuel flow distribu-
tion and the relocation and resizing of the oxidizer orifices to avoid oxi-
dizer concentration adjacent to the chamber wall. The basic design of the
monopropellant reactor and tubular vane oxidizer injector would not be
changed.
Since the 1 ike-doublet injector performance is basically fuel
vaporization limited, a development program for this injector concept would
concentrate on improvements in the fuel vaporization efficiency. This could
be accomplished through a reduction in the element orifice size thereby
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V, B, Injector Efficiency Characterization (cont.)
tested by JPL and used in the performance analysis has a thrust-per-element of
25. It is estimated (through a fuel vaporization analysis), that the energy
release efficiency of the 1 ike-doublet injector design could be increased to
99% within the 12 in. L1 combustion chamber by decreasing the F/E to approxi-
mately 14. This is a lower limit for this injector concept as a result of
both a limiting hole size (Dp i = 0.013 in.) and injector manifold limita-
tions (element density). Further performance improvements with liquid-liquid
injection concept would require a change in the basic injector concept.
The utilization of the platelet injector concept (Ref. Section
III.C of this report) could provide the required low thrust-per-element for the
achievement of high performance efficiency (99% ERE) in a significantly shorter
chamber (L1 = 6 to 8 in.). Although it is likely that an acoustic damper would
be required to insure dynamic stability of the fine patterned liquid-liquid
injector its use would have little effect on the design of the injector. Fire
testing would be necessary to verify the selected acoustic cavity design.
C. PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS METHOD
The parametric performance analysis was accomplished using a com-
puter model constructed to meet the comparison study's specific requirements.
It was built upon the procedures specified by the JANNAF Liquid Rocket Per-(2)formance Subcommitteev ' and was a modification of a computer model formulated
for another engine study (Contract NAS 8-29806)**'. The JANNAF Subcommittee
has recommended two performance analysis methods. This standard procedure
which utilizes the best available analytical procedure is best suited to
single point performance analysis of existing engine systems. The second
(2) Ibid; Page 42.
(3) Final Report, "Space Tug Storable Engine Study", Volume II, Engine Design




V, C, Parametric Analysis Method (cont.)
method is a simplified procedure which utilizes design chart data and lower
cost computer programs. It is designed for the parametric analysis of engine
systems and was ideally suited to this study.
The program calculates delivered thrust chamber performance and
the engine envelope as a function of engine chamber pressure (Pc)» area ratio
(EPS), mixture ratio (0/F), chamber length (L1), and chamber contraction ratio
(CR). To accomplish this wide-range, parametric analysis with a minimum cost,
the JANNAF procedures have been expanded to include: (1) vaporization and
mixing limited energy release loss, (2) ODE and ODK I and C* data tabula-
tions as a function of 0/F, P and EPS, (3) injector design limits, and (4)
C
envelope design data.
The parametric analysis computer program calculated the perfor-
mance and engine parameters for the bimodal and liquid-liquid engines over
the specified range of design and operating conditions shown in the following
tabulation.
FLUORINE/HYDRAZINE ENGINE COMPARISON PARAMETRIC RANGES
Engine Design: (2); Bimodal and Liquid-Liquid
Thrust Level: (1); 600 Ibf
Chamber Pressure: (3); 80, 120, 200 psia
Mixture Ratio: (5); 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8
Area Ratio: (3); 40, 60, 80
Contraction Ratio: (3); 1.5, 2.5, 5.0 (Bimodal), 1.5, 2.25, 5.0
(Liquid-Liquid)
Chamber Length: (3); 6, 12, 15 in.
Delivered engine performance and envelope are determined for any set of design
and operating conditions through the evaluation of the one-dimensional equili-
brium (ODE) specific impulse and the appropriate performance losses. The
50
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V, C, Parametric Analysis Method (cont.)
engine envelope is determined from the calculated performance level and the
nozzle design and chamber length requirements and specific operating condi-
tions. A brief description of the methods used to evaluate the above param-
eters follows.
1. One Dimensional Equilibrium (ODE) and One Dimensional
Kinetic (ODK) Performance
The ODE and ODK I and C* are included in block data form
in a subroutine. The data were calculated using the JANNAF approved ODK/ODE
computer program. A parametric evaluation of the ODE and ODK I and C* over
a wide range of nozzle expansion ratios, 0/F ratios, and chamber pressures was
accomplished and its results are included in the evaluation program. The ODE
I is included in the parametric analysis tables of Appendix A under the head-
ing ISPT.
2. Divergence Loss
The nozzle divergence loss (% DL) is evaluated for Rao (Bell)
nozzles using design charts similar to those presented in Appendix A of CPIA
No. 178^ '. Data from these charts are contained in block data format in a
subroutine which supplies the nozzle divergency efficiency and nozzle length
for a specified nozzle area ratio and length ratio. The divergence efficiency
as a function of length and area ratio is determined from a method-of-character-
(A\
istics computer program using the design technique developed by Raov '.
Three nozzle design options were included in the parametric
analysis computer program to provide flexibility over the broad parametric
ranges. The first two options provided a nozzle design producing maximum
thrust for either a specified area ratio (option 1) or a specified nozzle
(4) Pieper, J. L., and Hurr, G. B., Computer Program for Calculating Rao
Optimum Nozzle Contours, ALRC Report No. 9600:M-044, September 1971.
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V, C, Parametric Analysis Method (cont.)
expansion length (Option 2). The third option provided optimum nozzle designs
for a specified nozzle exit point (i.e., area ratio and length).
3. Boundary Layer Performance Loss
The boundary layer performance loss (% BLL) is evaluated
using the Design Charts presented in Appendix B of CPIA No. 17s' '. The Design
Chart data are included in block data format in a boundary layer loss sub-
routine of the computer program. Inputs to the subroutine include the nozzle
area ratio and throat radius, chamber pressure, gamma (1.30), nozzle exit
angle, CSTAR, and wall temperature ratio (0.6).
4. Fuel Film Cooling Loss
The fuel film cooling loss (% FCL) is calculated using a two
stream tube model. This performance loss is calculated by subtracting the
mass flow rate weighted sum of the core I and the monopropellant film cool-
ing layer I from the I at the engine overall 0/F.
5. Energy Release Loss
The energy release loss (% ERL) is based on the empirical
energy release performance loss mechanisms described in Section V,B. Thus,
the bimodal engine energy release loss is mixing limited and is independent
of chamber length over the range included in this study. The liquid-liquid
engine energy release loss, on the other hand is vaporization limited and thus
varies significantly with chamber length and thrust-per-element.
The fuel and oxidizer vaporization efficiencies of the 1 ike-
doublet injector were calculated using the generalized length procedure
52
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V, C, Parametric Analysis Method (cont.)
developed by Priem- . This procedure permits chamber design parameters such
as contraction ratio (CR) and chamber length (L1) to be input into an analysis
which calculates directly the energy release loss (ERL) resulting from incom-
plete vaporization. This analysis correlated well with the available experi-
mental data as discussed in the previous section. The propellent drop size is
determined from the correlations developed by Preim and is a function of the
propellant properties (surface tension, viscosity, density), orifice size and
injection velocity. Injection design limits are also imposed. These limits
determined the number of elements and element size as a function of the injec-
tor size and the specified injector stiffness (AP inj = 65% of P ). This cri-
terium limited the number of injection elements/unit area to 6.8 1 ike-doublets/p
1n. and the minimum injection orifice size (D . ) to 0.013 in.
D. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS RESULTS
The performance analysis results of the Fluorine/Hydrazine Engine
Comparison Study are tabulated in Table Sets A and B of Appendix A for the
liquid-liquid and bimodal engines, respectively. Included in each table are
the estimated delivered performance, performance losses, and engine envelope
dimensions for 405 specific design points which cover the range of parametric
conditions included in the study (reference Section V,C of this report).
The calculated delivered specific impulse is also shown as a function of mix-
ture ratio or total engine length in the Figures of Appendix A. Figure Set A
shows the variation of delivered I with mixture ratio for the liquid-liquid
engine. Figure Set B contains similar plots of delivered specific impulse for
the bimodal engine. The variation in delivered specific impulse with engine
length is shown in Figure Set C for the liquid-liquid engine and in Figure
Set D for the bimodal engine. Note that the performance increase with engine
(5) Priem, R. J., and Heidmann, F. M., Propel!ant Vaporization as a Design
Criterion for Rocket-Engine Combustion Chambers, NASA TR R-67, 1960.
53
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Vs D, Performance Analysis Results (cont.)
length as shown in Figures Sets C and D is obtained by increasing the nozzle
expansion area ratio over the range from 40-80. Thus the data included in
Figure Sets C and D are essentially cross plots of the data presented in
Figure Sets A and B.
A summary of the performance results is shown in Figure 23. This
summary indicates that at the nominal design conditions the bimodal engine
specific impulse is slightly higher (^ 0.5%) than the specific impulse of the
liquid-liquid engine while its chamber length is significantly shorter (50%).
As a result, the bimodal engine weight is significantly lower (25%) than the
liquid-liquid engine weight. On the other hand, if the liquid-liquid engine
is designed with the shorter chamber its performance decreases approximately
13 sec and thus is nearly 4% lower than performance of a bimodal engine of the
same length.
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VI. WEIGHT ANALYSIS
The subject program was designed to provide a weight comparison between
the liquid-liquid and bimodal engines over a range of chamber pressures, nozzle
area ratios and operating durations as combustion chamber length and contrac-
tion ratios were varied. This was accomplished by selecting the baseline
engine designs shown in Figures 1 and 2 and then varying the necessary dimen-
sions to achieve the range of design parameters.
The weight analysis results provide an accurate comparison of the two
engine design concepts although the absolute weight values for any particular
design point may not be optimum. This is due to the fact that thermal and
stress analyses of the subject engines were limited to the baseline designs
and were conducted to insure absence of gross errors rather than for design
optimization. For example, the wall thickness of the ablative chamber is
based on a one dimensional analysis at the throat station and the stress
analysis did not consider gimbal loads.
The weight data which follows was obtained from the calculation of
engine weights for units which have operating durations of 800 and 2000 sec.
The linear relation of engine weight and duration was verified by the thermal
analyses which selected wall thicknesses for engines with operating durations
of 800, 1400 and 2200 seconds. This data is shown in Figure 24.
The difference in the injector to throat distance (L1) of the bimodal
and liquid-liquid engines could result in detail differences in the chamber
designs of the two units. This is due to the fact that the longer unit can
accumulate a greater dimensional mismatch between the chamber liner and metal
shell as a result of the difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion
for the silica phenolic liner and the titanium case. There are two possible
solutions to this problem. One is to further recess the liquid-liquid injec-
tor and allow a forward end gap for the axial growth of the liner relative to
the metal case. The other is to use some type of metal shell to ablative liner
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VI, Weight Analysis (cont.)
interlock at the upstream end of the unit to reduce the effective length over
which the thermal expansion occurs. The latter solution would require that
the case be oversize relative to the liner downstream of the interlock.
Neither design option has a measurable impact on the calculated chamber
weights.
A. LIQUID-LIQUID ENGINE WEIGHT
The liquid-liquid engine's performance is vaporization limited due
to the fuel's low vapor pressure. The result is that a longer combustion
chamber is required to achieve an ERE equivalent to that of the bimodal engine.
The longer combustion chamber incur two penalties. One is that it weighs more.
The other is that more fuel film coolant is necessary to maintain the selected
4000°F throat wall temperature.
The liquid-liquid engine is also sensitive to contraction ratio.
Unlike the bimode engine increased contraction ratio results in improved per-
formance. This is due to an increase in element quantity with an attendant
decrease in orifice size (reference Section V,C,5 of this report). As a
result, the liquid-liquid engine weight studies address chamber length and
contraction ratio variations.
Engine weight versus chamber pressure is presented in Figure 25,
26 and 27 for chamber lengths of 6.0, 12.0 and 15.0 in., respectively. All
data is presented for contraction ratios of 1.5, 2.25 and 5.0 and area ratios
of 40, 60 and 80. As with the bimodal engine, the larger contraction ratio
results in increased weight. This effect is compounded at the longer chamber
lengths.
The effect of operating duration on engine weight is shown in
Figures 28, 30 and 32 as contraction ratio (Ac/At), injector to throat
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VI, A, Liquid-Liquid Engine Weight (cont.)
distance (L1), and area ratio are varied. These figures do not show engine
weights for chambers having an L' in excess of 12.0 in. As there is a per-
formance decrement as L1 exceeds 12.0 in.
Figures 29, 31 and 33 present injector and thrust chamber weights
for chamber pressures of 80, 120 and 200 psia as contraction ratio and I" &vs
varied. Area ratio is not shown in these curves because the weights do not
include the nozzle extension.
Table Set A of Appendix B presents the data used in the generation
of Figures 25 through 33.
B. BIMODAL ENGINE WEIGHT
The calculation of engine weights for the bimodal design con-
sidered the effect of chamber pressure (PC), contraction ratio (Ac/At), nozzla
area ratio (Ae/At) and operating duration. The injector to throat distance
(L1) was held constant at 6.0 inches. This was due to the fact that the per-
formance analysis showed that an energy release efficiency (ERE) of 99.0%
could be attained in this distance and that further chamber length increases
would not improve performance.
Figure 34 presents the weight of a 2000 second duration engine
versus chamber pressure as contraction ratio and nozzle area ratio are variedo
The contraction ratio variation has a substantial impact. This is due to the
mean diameter of the relatively thick walled chamber changing as the contrac-
tion ratio varies.
Nozzle area ratio has a lesser effect on engine weight simply
because the nozzle extension is very thin walled. The weight versus P curve




















































VI, B, Mimodal Engine Weight (cont.)
This Is due to the curve being nearly coincident with that of the area ratio
80, contraction ratio 1.5, engine. Figure 35 is a cross plot of weight versus
contraction ratio using the same data as shown in Figure 34.
Engine weight versus operating duration is presented in Figures 36,
38, and 40 for engines operating at chamber pressures of 80, 120 and 200 psia,
respectively. Figures 37, 39 and 41 which back each of the previous figures
provide the weights of the thrust chamber and injector. These curves do not
show a nozzle area ratio parameter because the nozzle extension weights are
not included. They do indicate, however, that the thrust chamber weights of
the lower P engines are most sensitive to duration. In fact, it is only the
radial displacement of the injector to chamber flange due to Increasing cham-
ber wall thickness that causes the injector weight to increase with operating
duration.
The weight data used in the construction of Figures 34 through 41
is presented in Table Set B of Appendix B.
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The performance and weight data presented in Sections V and VI were
reviewed to insure an absence of anomalies with regard to either weight and
performance and to identify trends which would allow optimization of the
liquid-liquid and bimodal engines. It was found that the selection of the
optimum bimodal engine was very straight forward due to the fact that the
minimum L' (6.0 in.) engine has the highest performance. The liquid-liquid
engine trade is more complex due to the influence of area ratio, L1 and con-
traction ratio on both performance and weight. Performance values used in
these studies were selected from the tabulated data of Appendix A. Each I
value used is the maximum at a given operating condition without consideration
of maintaining a constant mixture ratio.
Figure 42 presents I -versus engine weight for the 2000 second,
2.5 contraction ratio bimodal engine as L1, nozzle area ratio and P are
varied. It can be seen that L' increases do not improve performance while
increasing engine weight.
Bimodal engine performance versus engine length is presented in
Figure 43. This data is for engines having contraction ratios of 1.5, 2.5
and 5.0. Contraction ratio does not affect the bimodal engine's performance.
The bimodal engine's weight and length are plotted in Figure 44. In
this case the effect of contraction ratio is more evident. The smaller con-
traction ratio unit has a weight advantage of about three pounds.
The data used to generate Figures 42 through 44 is tabulated in
Figure 45.
The examination of the liquid-liquid engine's length, performance and
weight as P , L1 and nozzle area ratio are varied requires more consideration
W
of the effects of L' and contraction ratio. Figures 46, 47 and 48 present
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(1) The blmodal engine does not obtain any performance advantage with Increasing
L' (combustion length).
Figure 45. Biaodal Engine Weight, Length and I Sina&ry
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VII, Data Integration (cont.)
performance versus weight for 2000 second duration, liquid-liquid engines
having contraction ratios of 1.5, 2.25 and 5.0 respectively. It, can be seen
that the 12.0 inch L1, 2.25 contraction ratio unit is the highest performing.
Liquid-liquid engine performance versus length is presented in Figures
49, 50 and 51 for engines having contraction ratios of 1.5, 2.25 and 5.0
respectively. This data shows the contraction 2.25 and 5.0 units which have
12.0 in. L' and 15.0 in. L1 to have virtually the same performance. The over-
lap of the 12 in. L1 and 15 in. L1 "boxes" indicate that a trade between L1
and nozzle area ratio is possible for nearly the same I .
This trade and its effect on engine weight is illustrated in Figures 520
53 and 54 which present engine weight versus length for contraction ratios of
1.5, 2.25 and 5.0 respectively. It is evident from these figures that increas-
ing L1 adversely effects engine weight.
The use of Figures 49 through 51 to establish length-performance inter-
action and Figures 52 through 54 to identify length weight relationships will
allow the selection of an optimum liquid-liquid engine operating point if a
weight-I correlation value is known.
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VIII. SYSTEMS EVALUATION
The comparison of the bimodal and 11quid-liquid engines included an
evaluation of their operating characteristics with regard to propellant feed
systems and mission applicability as well as an assessment of engine differ-
ences as they affect the thermal design of a spacecraft.
A. ENGINE OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS AND PROPELLANT FEED SYSTEMS
Planetary probe spacecraft which have the greatest need for high
performance, low bulk density propulsion systems, such as obtained using
fluorine/hydrazine propellants, have requirements which are significantly
different than those of earth orbiting systems. These are due to (1) long
durations in transit prior to a high AV orbit insertion firings (the transfer
phase on a flight to Jupiter is 756 days), (2) low accelerations due to the
spacecraft's deployment of antennae and solar panels, and (3) low AV mid-course
corrections which are widely spaced in time.
The design of a fluorine-hydrazine propulsion system for a plane-
tary spacecraft is influenced by a variety of parameters. Some, such as space-
craft thermal design, related to the propellant selection alone, others such
as expulsion system design and engine valving, are influenced by the engine
concept selection. The following discussion is focused on the influence of
engine concept.
Long-lived flight-weight fluorine valves and long-lived fluorine
positive displacement propulsion systems have yet to be demonstrated. As a
result, propulsion system designs frequently avoid the dependence upon these
components. The propulsion system schematic shown in Figure 56* ' illustrates
the use of normally-open and normally-closed squib actuated valves to accomplish
(1) Reference Report No. 14051-6009-RO-OO, titled: Space Storable Propellant
Module Thermal Control Technology, Summary Report, Volume II F?/N?H. Pro-
pulsion Module, dated 15 March 1971, by TRS Systems Group.
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VIII, A, Engine Operating Characteristics and Propellent Feed Systems (cont.)
three starts of a fluorine-hydrazine engine. As the fuel valve is solenoid
actuated and can be operated without a limit on the quantity of actuations,
the propellant system shown is best suited to a bimodal engine.
Using the system shown, the bimodal engine can provide an unlimited
quantity of mid-course correction firings without a requirement for added squib
actuated oxidlzer valves or a need for a more sophisticated oxidizer valve. In
addition, the bimodal engine operates at reduced thrust in the monopropellant
mode limiting spacecraft acceleration loads and enhancing guidance C.G. acqui-
sition. The addition of a fuel throttling valve to the feed system (Ref.
Figure 56) of a 600 IbF thrust (bipropellant operation) bimodal engine would
allow monopropellant mode thrust to be varied from about 25 to 150 IbF.
Zero gravity propellant acquisition from the fuel tank could be
assured by either the use of a positive expulsion diaphram or screen tank
liner. The former has been used on the hydrazine systems of communication
satellites with life capabilities approaching ten years. Because the bimodal
engine starts and shuts down with a fuel lead and override whose duration is
not limited, the fuel lead (mono-mode operation) could be utilized to apply a
positive "g" to the spacecraft to settle the oxidizer in its tank avoiding the
requirement for a fluorine positive expulsion system. The liquid-liquid engine
would require separate ullage rockets for this function.
B. ENGINE SPACECRAFT THERMAL INTERACTION
The design of the fluorine-hydrazine propulsion system is compli-
cated by the hydrazine's relatively high freezing temperature coupled with the
fluorine's need to be isolated from heat input. The rocket engine interacts
with the spacecraft due to the need to (1> prevent the fuel from freezing or
encountering temperatures high enough to result in fuel decomposition
97
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VIII, B, Engine Spacecraft Thermal Interaction (cent.)
(detonation), and (2) protect the spacecraft from unanticipated heat input
from the engine due to heat soak and/or radiation.
The bimodal engine has three thermal constraints. The fuel and
fuel circuit hardware must be sufficiently warm at start that the fuel does
not freeze in either the valve or hydrazine reactor injector. Secondly, the
fuel circuit components must remain at a temperature below that which could
cause the autodetonation of hydrazine. Thirdly, oxidizer heating must be
avoided to preclude oxidizer boiling and injector vapor lock.
The liquid-liquid engine is less sensitive to propellent tempera-
tures due to the absence of a catalyst bed and the elimination of the high
temperature gaseous fuel. Hence, it can tolerate slightly lower fuel and
slightly higher oxidizer temperatures. The fuel autodetonation problem is
essentially the same as for the bimodal engine although design differences
will result in unlike hydrazine circuit surface area to flow velocity ratios
which in turn influence detonation temperature thresholds.
The preferred operating limits for each engine are summarized
below.
Bimodal Liquid-Liquid
Minimum fuel valve temperature 40°F 36°F
Minimum hardware temperature 200°F (catalyst) 40°F
Maximum fuel circuit temperature 350°F 350°F
Maximum oxidizer inlet temperature -280°F -260°F
Preferred for maximum response and increased catalyst life. ALRC test data
shows acceptable starts at fuel and hardware temperatures of 38°F.
98
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VIII, B, Engine Spacecraft Thermal Interaction (cont.)
The calculated heat capacitances of the two engines (based on a
C of 0.35 Btu/lb and temperature of 2500°F) at the conclusion of 2000 sec
duration firings are 17,500 and 26,250 Btu for the bimodal and liquid-liquid
units, respectively. Following shutdown, this heat is lost by radiation as
well as conduction to adjacent components and structure. The higher capaci-
t
tance of the liquid-liquid thrust chamber is due to its added length and mass.
In the absence of a defined system configuration and engine installation heat
transfer model, the capacitance values simply indicate that thermal isolation
of the liquid-liquid engine will be more difficult.
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BOUNDARY LAYER ISP LOSS
FUEL FILM COOLING ISP LOSS
ENERGY RELEASE ISP LOSS
ENGINE SPECIFIC IMPULSE
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CONTRACTION RATIO =5.00









F L U O R I N E / H Y D R A Z I N E
ENGINE S T U D Y
&IMH3E ENGINE 33RTR
EHRM&ER PRESSURE = 2DD.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 15.D
E0NTRRCTII3N RRTIB = 1.SD
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F L U O R I N E / H Y D R A Z I N E





CHRM&ER PRESSURE = 2DD.
DHRM&ER LENGTH = 1S.D
CHNTRRCTIEN RRTIH = 2.SD
























































CHHM&ER PRESSURE = 2DD.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 1S.D
CQNTRHCTIHN RRTIH = 5.DD
PERCENT FUEL FILM CHQLING






7 4 - 1 0 2
APPENDIX A
FIGURE SET C
LIQUID-LIQUID ENGINE SPECIFIC IMPULSE VERSUS ENGINE LENGTH
A-57
74 = 1 OS
o
a
F L U O R I N E / H Y D R A Z I N E
ENGINE S T U D Y
LIQUII/LIQUini ENGINE URTR
EHRM&ER PRESSURE = HD.
CHRMfcER LENGTH = 6.D
CONTRRCTIEN RRTIE = l.SD
























































































F L U O R I N E / H Y D R A Z I N E
ENGINE STUDY
LIQUI33/LIQUI3 ENGINE URTR
CHRM&ER PRESSURE = SO.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 6.D
CENTRRCTIHN RRTIQ = 2.2S













R 0 7 4 - 1 0 2



















CHRM&ER PRESSURE = HD.
CHRMbER LENGTH = 6.D
CBNTRRCTIBN RRTIB = S.OD













CHRM&ER PRESSURE = SO.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 12.D
CBNTRRCTIBN RRTIH = l.SD














































CHRM&ER PRESSURE = HD.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 12.D
CENTRRCTI0N RRTIB = 2.25




























• T 3.UD E D.UD d
^^*
^^




































CHnM&ER PRESSURE = BO.
EHHM&ER LENBTH = 12.D
CQNTRRCTIHN RRTIH = S.DD
PERCENT FUEL FILM C0QLINE = 13.H-

























CHRM&ER PRESSURE = S5D.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 1S.D
CQNTRRCTIQN RRTI0 = l.SD
PERCENT FUEL FILM CB0LING = 17.2































CHRMfcER PRESSURE = i3D.
CHRMfcER LENGTH = 1S.D
CQNTRRCTIGIN RRTIB = 2.25












CHHM&ER PRESSURE = SD.
CHHM&ER LENGTH = 1S.D
CQNTRRCTIQN RRTI0 = S.DD
a




























































CHRMEbER PRESSURE = 12D.
CHRMbER LENGTH = 6.D
CHNTRRCTI13N RRTIQ = l.SD














CHRM&ER PRESSURE = 12D.
CHRMfcER LENGTH = 6.D
C0NTRRCTIBN RRTIH = 2.2S













CHRM&ER PRESSURE = 12D.
CHRM&ER LENETH = 6.D
CQNTRRCTIHN RRTIH = S.DD






































CHF1M&ER PRESSURE = 12D.
EHHM&ER LENGTH = 12.0
CENTRHCTIBN RRTIE = 1.5D











































CHHMfcER PRESSURE = 12D.
CHRMfcER LENGTH = 12.P
CENTRRCTIGJN RRTIH = 2.2S
















CHRMfcER PRESSURE = 12D.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 12.D



































































HB.UU B'D.UU a's.oo a'o.aa y's.uu H'D.UD H'S.UU
ENGINE LENGTH, IN.
A-72




















CHRM&ER PRESSURE = 12D.
CHHM&ER LENGTH = 1S.D
CBNTRRCTIQN RRTIH = ' l.SD











CHRMfcER PRESSURE = 12P.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 1S.D
CHNTRRCTI0N RRTI0 = 2.25



































^S.DD EO.DD i'S.OO 30.00 35. QQ HO.UQ 4S.UD
ENGINE LENGTH. IN.
A-74






CHRMfcER .PRESSURE = 12D.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 1S.D
CHNTRRCTIQN RRTIQ = S.DD
































































' ^  1 fi
K4
i.DD 5D.DD 25.00 30.00 35.00 MU.OQ HS.QU
ENGINE LENGTH. IN.
A-75




CHRMfcER PRESSURE = SDO.
CHHM&ER LENETH = 6.D
CHNTRRCTIHN RRTI0 = 1.5D



















































CHRMfcER PRESSURE = 2DD.
CHRMfcER LENGTH = 6.D
CEINTRRCTIBN RRTIH = 2.2S














































CHRM&ER PRESSURE = ZDCJ.
HHRMfcER LENGTH = 6.D
CHNTRRCTIBN RRTIB = S.DO






























































CHRMfcER PRESSURE = 2DD.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 12.D
CENTRRCTI0N RRTI0 = l.SD






























































CHRM&ER PRESSURE = 2DD.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 12.D
CBNTRRCTIBN RRTI0 = 2.2S






































H U . U D H5.UU






















CHRMfcER PRESSURE = ZDD.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = IZ.n
CQNTRRCTIHN RRTID = S.OD
PERCENT FUEL FILM CQHLING = 13.4-







7 4 - 1




CHRMfoER PRESSURE = 2DD.
LHRMbER LENGTH = 1S.D
EBNTRRCTIBN RRTIH = l.SD





















































- 11 M 1n tin i
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CHRM&ER PRESSURE = ZDD.
CHRM&ER LENETH = 1S.D
CHNTRRCTIGJN RRTIQ = 2.2S



























































CHRMEbER PRESSURE = 2DD.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 1S.D



































































^5.DD 2D.UD 25.UD 3D.DU HS.QD 4U.UU 4S.UU
ENGINE LENGTH. IN.
A-84
0 7 4 - 1 0 2
APPENDIX A
FIGURE SET D







CHRMEbER PRESSURE = BD.
CHRMEbER LENGTH = 6.D
CQNTRRCTI0N RRTI0 = ' l.SD
































CHHMbER PRESSURE = HD.
CHHMbER LENGTH = 6.D
CHNTRnCTIQN RHTIQ = 2.SD















































F L U O R I N E / H Y D R A Z I N E
ENGINE STUDY
ENGINE JJRTH
CHHMfcER PRESSURE = 3D.
CHRMbER LENGTH = 6.D
CBNTRRCTI0N RRTIB = S.DD












CHRM&ER PRESSURE = HO.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 12.D
CBNTRnCTIQN RHTIEJ = l.SD




























































CHHM&ER PRESSURE = HD.
EHRME.ER L.ENETH = 12.P
CHNTRHCTIBN RRTZD = 2.5D








7 4 - 1 0







CHRMBER PRESSURE = 3D.
CHRMBER LENGTH = 1Z.D
CBNTRRCTIBN RRTII3 = S.DD































R O 7 4 - 1 0 2
F L U O R I N E / H Y D R A Z I N E




CHRM&ER PRESSURE = SO.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 15.D
C0NTRRCTI0N RRTI0 = l.SD














































































CHRM&ER PRESSURE -- 3D.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 1S.D
CBNTRRCTIBN RRTI0 = 2.SD









F L U O R I N E / H Y D R A Z I N E




CHRM&ER PRESSURE = 3D.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 1S.D
CHNTRRETI0N RRTI0 = 5.DD














































CHRM&ER PRESSURE -^ 1ZD.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 6.D
CBNTRRCTIHN RRTI0 = l.SD













































CHRMbER PRESSURE = 12D.
CHRMbER LENGTH = tb.D
CONTRRCTIHN RRTI0 = 2.SD













































R O 7 4 - 1 0
a
a
F L U O R I N E / H Y D R A Z I N E
ENGINE S T U D Y
fclMBIE ENGINE IDRTR
EHRMfcER PRESSURE = 12D.
EHRMfcER LENGTH = 6.D
EQNTRRCTIGIN RRTIB = S.DD
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i.ua H












D.UU d b.DD HD.UU H ^.UU
ENGINE LENGTH, IN.
A-97






F L U O R I N E / H Y D R A Z I N E
ENGINE S T U D Y
bIMBUE ENGINE 3RTR
CHRMbER PRESSURE = 1ZD.
CHRMbER LENGTH = 1Z.D
CBNTRRCTIBN RRTIB = 1.5D
PERCENT FUEL FILM CBBLING = 13.4-
dig
1 -
























^^^ 1.4, 6 -
an.DD es.uo aD.uo 35.00 H .UD H5.UD
ENGINE LENGTH, IN.
A-98




EHRM&ER PRESSURE - 12D.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 12.D
EBNTRRCTIHN RRTIH •- 2.SQ







































H D . U D H5.UU
A-99




CHRMfcER PRESSURE = 1ZD.
CHRMbER LENGTH = 12.D
D CHNTRRCTIHN RRTIE = S.DD






















mi5.UD 2D.UD ii'S.UD HD.UD 35.UU HU.UU MB.UD
ENGINE LENGTH, IN.
A-100
R O 7 4 - 1 0 2





EHRM&ER PRESSURE = 1ZD.
EHRM&ER LENGTH = 1S.D
EOJNTRRETI0N RRTIQ = l.SD



























CHRMfcER PRESSURE = 12D.
CHRMbER LENGTH = 1S.D
CHNTRRCTIBN RRTIH = 2.SD




























CHRM&ER PRESSURE = 12D.
CHRMfcER LENGTH = 15.D
CHNTRRCTIDN RRTI0 -










































F L U O R I N E / H Y D R A Z i N E
ENGINE STUDY
BZMQUE ENEINE URTR
CHRMfcER PRESSURE = 2DD.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 6.D
CENTRPETIEN RRTIQ = 1.5D









































































CHRM&ER PRESSURE = ZDG.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 6..D
CHNTRRCTIBN RRTIB = Z.SD







































5.DD 3Q.DD *3 5.DD HD.DD H Ei.UO
ENGINE LENGTH, IN.
A-105
F L U O R I N E / H Y D R A Z I N E




EHRMbER PRESSURE = 2DD.
CHRMbER LENETH = 1Z.D
EEINTRRETIHN RRTIB = 1.5Q











































CHRM&ER PRESSURE - 2DD.
CHRM&ER LENGTH = 12.13
C0NTRRCTIEN RRTI0 = 2.5D

































D.DD 35.DD HD.QD H5.0D
ENGINE LENGTH, IN. A-107
F L U O R I N E / H Y D R A Z I N E



















EHRM&ER PRESSURE = 2OD.
EHRMbER LENGTH = 12.D
EQNTRRCTION RRTID =
PERCENT FUEL FILM E0QLING = 13.4-
.DD
n/p
HD.UD E5.DU 3D.DD 35.DD HD.UD






CHRMfcER PRESSURE - 2DD.
CHRMfcER LENGTH - 15.D
CBNTRRCTIBN RRTIH = 1.5O
































ENGINE S T U D Y
&IMBIDE ENGINE IDRTR
CHRM&ER PRESSURE - 2DD.
CHRMBER LENGTH - IS.n
CBNTRRCTIEN RRTIB - Z.5D






























































F L U O R I N E / H Y D R A Z I N E
ENGINE STUDY
&IMOIDE ENGINE IDRTR
EHRM&ER PRESSURE = ZDO.
EHRM&ER LENGTH = 1S.D
E0NTRRETI0N RRTI0 = S.OD


































LIQUID-LIQUID ENGINE PERFORMANCE TABULATION
A-112
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BIMODAL ENGINE WEIGHT TABULATION
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BIMODAL ENGINE, LIGHTWEIGHT THRUST CHAMBER
1. BIMODAL ENGINE, LIGHTWEIGHT THRUST CHAMBER
A. DESIGN SELECTION
The use of a duct cooled thrust chamber results In a bimodal
engine (see Figure C-l) which has the following features:
Its weight is not related to its duration capability.
It weighs 16.4 pounds less than a bimodal engine with
an ablative thrust chamber at baselineO) conditions.
These advantages may require an increase in fuel barrier flow to
provide thermal protection at the thrust chamber to injector interface area.
This could result in a 3.6 sec I decrement from the baseline design.
B. DESIGN JUSTIFICATION
The thrust chamber configuration (Ref. Figure 2) selected for the
bimodal engine point design^ ' represents the current state-of-the-art for
passively cooled thrust chambers. Its primary disadvantage is that its dura-
tion capability is directly related to its weight.
Alternate designs were examined. One considered the use of a self-
supporting free-standing graphite throat and nozzle such as described in
Category III of Figure C-2. This design was found to have three potential
shortcomings. These are (1) the need to fabricate the liner as a single
piece which increases its cost and vulnerability to damage in handling,
(2) the necessity for pyrolyzlng materials at the attachment of the liner
and injector, and (3) the duration dependence of the ablative attachment
collar's weight.




































































































































I, B, Design Justification (cont.)
•y
Figure C-l illustrates a duct cooled thrust chamber concept which
provides solutions to each of these disadvantages. This thrust chamber uti-
lizes a fibrous graphite composite liner which is contained in a columbium
shell. The metal case provides a backup structure eliminating the need for
the liner to be self-supporting. In addition, it permits the nozzle extension
which is fabricated as a separate part to be mechanically attached.
The coolant slots and the chamber liner shape insures that thermal
energy which flows in an upstream direction is absorbed by the gaseous coolant
passing through the slots. The slotted sleeve also minimizes radial heat flow
from the chamber's gas-side surface. The coolant discharged from the slots
film cools the throat of the unit. Hence, the chamber liner utilizes film
cooling, inter-regen cooling and regenerative coolant to maintain a suitable
gas-side and backside wall temperature.
This coolant system eliminates the need for pyrolyzing materials
and makes the thrust chamber weight independent of its operating duration.
The use of the relatively thin chamber wall provides a substantial weight sav-
ing over the more conventional ablative thrust chamber design.
In addition, the thinner wall chamber reduces the gimbal ring
diameter and the diameter of the injector attachment flange for a further
weight advantage. These features are shown in the following summary of
point design engine weights.
C-4
I, B, Design Justification (cont.)
Component Weight. Ib
Component Description Conventional Ablative Duct Cooled
Thrust Chamber 16.4 4.2
Nozzle Extension 5.6 4.0
Chamber-Nozzle Clamp 0.6 0.4
Injector Assembly 8.6 6.0
Gimbal Ring 1.5 1.0
Thrust Mount 0.7 0.6
Dyna Quartz Insulation 2.2 3.0
Total 35.6 19.20
The duct cooled thrust chamber 1s dependent upon film cooling flow through the
duct for its operation. Several coolant flow rates were examined and their
effect upon gas-side wall temperature calculated. It was assumed that the
combustion zone upstream of the duct outlet 1s not film cooled with the result
that the recovery temperature at the gas side wall of the duct is about 7000°F.
The duct wall temperatures and coolant temperatures are shown in Figure C-3.
The throat and nozzle wall temperatures are several hundred degrees lower than
that of the coolant due to radiation and axial conduction effects.
As indicated in Figure C-3 the 15 percent film coolant flow rate
is necessary to maintain a 4000°F throat temperature and to prevent adverse
heat flow to the bimodal injector and reactor. Using the performance film
coolant relation shown in Figure C-4 the engine incorporating the duct cooled
thrust chamber is forcasted to have an I of 378.4 sec. This results in the
SP
following engine performance-weight tradeoff.
Engine Weight Eng1ne rsp
Ablative Thrust Chamber 35.6 Ib 382.0 sec
Duct Cooled Thrust Chamber 19.2 Ib 378.4 sec
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LIQUID-LIQUID ENGINE TRANSVERSE PLATELET INJECTOR
Q 2
Design Selection
When compared to the bimodal engine the liquid-liquid engine suffers a
performance decrement and increased weight due to the added combustion chamber
length needed for the atomization and vaporization of the fuel.
The transverse platelet injector concept (see Figure D-l) provides a
proven injector configuration which by means of low thrust/element and mechani-
cal atomization of the fuel, will achieve rapid fuel vaporization as illu-
strated in Figure 0-2. The Improved fuel vaporization allows the combustion
chamber length (L1) of the baseline liquid-liquid engine to be reduced from
12.0 to 6.0 Inches with an attendant reduction in film coolant requirements
as indicated in Figure D-3. This results in the following liquid-liquid
engine operating characteristics.
L' sp Engine Weight
Like-Doublet Injector 12.0 in. 379.8 sec 48.0 Ib
Transverse Platelet Injector 6.0 1n. 382.3 sec 35.0 Ib
Design Justification
The transverse platelet injector concept and the splash plate element
intended for use on the LF./NpH. 11quid-11quid engine are illustrated in
Figure D-l. The selected element is an outgrowth of the ALRC injector
developed on Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory Contract F04611-73-C-0061
for a Five Pound Thrust Bipropel1ant Engine. This design, which operated with
NpO./MMH propellants, accumulated over 400,000 firings and made a continuous
duration firing of over 6000 seconds.
The conversion of the transverse platelet Injector to LF^/NgH^ propel-
lants and the scale up of the 5-LbF engine element design 1s quite straight
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D-4
(1) The use of 700 elements at the 600-LbF thrust level.
(2) Conversion of the stainless steel face plates to Nickel-200.
(3) The design of a manifold system suited to the flow rate of
the 600-1bF engine.
The element quantity increase in straight forward entailing modification
of the art work used in the photo etching of the 5-lbF injector elements.
The photo etching and bonding processes have already been demonstrated on OWE
(NAS 9-13133) 600-lbF and 6000-1bF injectors.
The change-over to Nickel-200 in place of the stainless steel customarily
used on N«0. systems, has already been proven by the successful fabrication of
platelet injectors designed for operation with OF2/B2Hg and ClFg/MMH propel-
lants. The 1000 IbF diborane injectors were developed on Contract NAS 7-713
for NASA-JPL. The C1FC/MMH injectors were 25 IbF units which were evaluated
by AFRPL(1)
5
The 5-lbF engine has the injector manifolding (propellent feed system)
contained within the bonded photo etched platelet assembly. This is due to
a need for the very small dribble volume necessary to 0.05 Ib-sec impulse
bits. The proposed 600-lbF LF^/NpH. injector would use a ring manifold system
similar to that developed for the 600-lbF subscale OME engine.
Experience obtained with splash plate elements on the 600 IbF OME injec-
tor discloses that as atomization and mixing efficiencies are improved, the
maintainance of dynamic combustion stability requires the use of acoustic
cavities to provide combustion damping. Since these stabilization systems
have been used with complete success on the 600-lbF and 6000-1bF N204/MMH OME
engines as well as a 3000 IbF NgO^/N^ engine, their incorporation into the
LF2/N2H. liquid-liquid engine's injector can be accomplished with complete
(1) Report AFRPL-TR-69-156 Advanced Storable (ClFc/MMH) ACS Propulsion by
Capt D. A. Schantz and P. T. Butler; August 1969.
D-5
confidence. The acoustic damper cavity of the 600-IbF OME engine has a depth
of 0.60 1n. and an operative width of 0.19 in. The LF2/N2H4 damper will be of
a similar size.
D-6
